(The narrator wraps up the story, after Babe pens the sheep, Mrs Hoggett sobs, and the crowd goes wild)

**Narrator:** And so it was that in all the celebration ... in all the hubbub of noise and excitement ... there were two figures who stood silent and still ... side by side.

*(shot of the rooster crowing)*

**Ferdinand laughing:** Ha ha ha! The pig did it! The pig did it! The perfect score!

**Mice cheering:** Yippee! Yippee!

**Narrator:** And though every single human in the stands or in the commentary boxes ... was at a complete loss for words, the man, who in his life, had uttered fewer words than any of them... knew exactly what to say:

**Farmer Hoggett:** That'll do, pig. That'll do.

*(Pig and farmer exchange looks, and the image does an iris on Babe’s face)*

**Title:**

The End
(See pdf of music credits for the lyrics of the song sung by the mice over the tail credits)
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